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longer visits there, in order to counteract among the loyal
peasantry the propaganda of Jugoslav agitators.54 Possibly
his suggestion may have had something to do with the
Archduke's decision to visit Bosnia and Herzegovina. Such
a visit would strengthen the Roman Catholic and other
loyal elements and tend to offset Jugoslav revolutionary
propaganda and the Serb agitation for "Greater Serbia/*
This was the political aspect of his trip, and it partly ex-
plains why he did not wish to be protected by heavy guards
of soldiers and secret police, but preferred to ride about
freely in an open automobile. In 1909, when he had
travelled through Hungary to visit King Carol, he had been
highly indignant at the way the civilian authorities had
shut off the railway stations with cordons of police and kept
at a distance the crowds of peasantry who had come to wave
their hats and handkerchiefs to the Archducal couple.55
The main object of the trip, however, was that the Arch-
duke might attend the maneuvers of the XVth and XVIth
Army Corps, which were regularly stationed in Bosnia. As
Inspector-in-Chief of the Army he had in recent years regu-
larly represented the Emperor at such maneuvers. The
Bosnian maneuvers of 1914 are commonly represented by
Austrophobe writers as "planned as a kind of rehearsal for
military operations against Serbia/'56 Mr, Jovanovitch,
the Serbian Minister in Vienna, says: "The plan was to
hold the maneuvers in the district between Sarajevo and
the Romanija and Han Pisesak [to the east of Sarajevo]—
thus just against the Serbian frontier. With maneuvers
so planned the 'enemy' was naturally Serbia. . . . The
maneuvers were to be held in Bosnia on the Drin just
opposite to Serbia." 57 There is no truth in these assertions.
All the provisions for a campaign against Serbia were taken
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